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INTRODUCTION

In view of the national goal to provide every citizen the opportunity for
quality education to the level of his desire and ability, the educator is confronted
with the task of providing each student with the best education possible within
the bounds of available funds, personnel, and facilities. Educational media
systems may be a valuable source of help in the accomplishment of this task.
Because of the lack of sufficient data, the selection of the best medium for pre-
sentation of a particular instructional unit is usually based on a subjective
evaluation of effectiveness and a superficial estimate of cost.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the cost of instructional
media systems. The first objective was to provide the educator with a set of
guidelines for realistically estimating the total cost of such systems. To gain
this objective it was necessary first to identify and investigate a set of commonly
used or proposed media systems and to develop a methodology for determining
total system costs.

The data collected and analyzed during the study achieved the second
objective of providing a data base for use by researchers in further studies re-
lating to the selection, implementation, and operation of instructional media
systems. A final objective of the study was to present recommendations which
can result in cost savings when media systems are used. These recommendations
are in the areas of media utilization, application of new technology, and educa-
tional system organization.

The results of this study are reported in three volumes. This first
volume provides the educator with a set of guidelines for deriving the total cost
of planning, implementing, and operating an instructional media system. It also
includes a summary of cost comparisons of several types of systems designed
to perform the same hypothetical instructional task as well as a summary and
discussion of cost-saving recommendations.

Volume II consists of tbe technical material and data on which the above
two summaries are based, and Volume III is a report on computer assisted
instruction.



SUMMARY OF VOLUME I

The educator interested in exploring the cost and feasibility of using
particular instructional media systems has had few sources from which to solicit
unbiased advice. Volume I provides a set of general guidelines for determining
objective and realistic cost estimates for planning, implementing, and operating
media systems. In addition, it provides a summary of cost comparisons of
various media systems and a summary of cost-saving considerations.

In order to relate the media system to its educational setting and establish
a frame of reference for the data in this report, the entire process of media
selection is reviewed briefly. The process begins with an examination of the
educational setting in terms of selected administrative and instructional factors.
On the basis of this examination, learning objectives are specified and alternative
media systems are designed. Only then are cost estima,?s made for the various
alternatives. Cost estimation is followed by an appraisal of the alternatives and,
finally, the appropriate system is selected. The steps after selection include the
customary sequence of bids, contracts, arid installation, followed by implementa-
tion (training and operation) and evaluation.

The section on general cost determination helps the educator to relate the
media system categories of production, distribution, and reception (in terms of
capital and operating costs) to the variables that exist in his particular educational
setting.

The general assessment of media systems presented in the cost comparison
section provides a useful tool for screening systems in terms of their suitability
to a particular educational environment. This is but a preliminary screening,
however, since final cost comparison must be based upon the broader consider-
ations of the educational task which the media system is designed to perform.

The summary of cost-saving considerations discus3es the recommendations
and implications that have been drawn from Volume II of this study, the Technical
Report. It outlines three major areas where changes can result in cost savings
when media systems are utilized in the educational environment. These areas
are the utilization of media systems, the technology of media systems, and the
organization of educational systems.

Included at the end of this volume are a Glossary, References, and an
Appendix consisting of three sections: Methodology for Estimating Costs,
Computer Assisted Instruction A Summary, and Educational Environments.

I

1



SELECTION OF A MEDIA SYSTEM AN OVERVIEW

Estimating the costs of purchasing, installing, implementing, and operating
a media system is not an isolated activity. Rather, it is part of the broader over-
all process of media system selection as illustrated in the following diagram.

I

.1M=MMW

11111110 COST

,-. ESTIMATION OF
ALTERNATIVE
MEDIA

[ SYSTEMS

.4.

Cost estimation, the subject of this study, must be preceded and
folbwed by certain other necessary activities (the untitled boxes) to insure
optimum results from the use of a media system. These activiti2s, while out-
side the scope of this study, are examined briefly here to show their relation to
cost estimation.

The major steps in media system selection appear graphically in the
diagram on the following page. Although the component activities are presented
and discussed sequentially, it should be emphasized that the steps in media
selection are interactive. The results of an activity or activities in one step may
not only provide data for a subsequent activity, but may also modify activities
that have gone before.
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The selection process begins with an examination of the educational setting
in which the chosen media system is to function. Most educators agree that this
setting consists mainly of an administrative component and an instructional com-
ponent. Each component contains limiting factors which shape the specific data
used in latur stages of the selection proc( s, namely, specification of appropriate
sensory stmuli, design of alternative media systems, cost estimation of the
alternative systems, and, ultimately, selection of the appropriate system.

Only those components and factors deemed pertinent to the media selection
process fate included here. Neither the designation of components nor the list of
factors thou ld be taken to be exhaustive or inflexible. Even the grouping of factors
is conditional since some could appropriately be considered a part of either com-
ponent. In short, there is considerable overlap as well as a pattern of strong
interrelationships among factors in both components.

Admirilstrative Factors

The factors classified as administrative are those existent in the nature of
the school., its geographic location, political milieu, and imposed legal require-
ments. Following are examples of the effect such factors can have on media
selection.

1. The number of students assigned to the educational unit
being studied (one school, a school district, several
distrieLs) will influence the size of the media system
r- ired.

2. The topographical features of the ervironment will
influence consideration of media systems requiring
"line-of-sight" transmission.

3. The relotir_py hip among political units can either
restrict or enhance the cooperation of educational
units in an effort to achieve more efficient utilization
of a media system.

Scheduling is an administrative factor that is closely linked to instructional
factors. The combination of individual and group activities determined by the
learning objectives will influence the master P chedul ling of resources and student
assignments. On the other hand, scheduling of students, teachers, and facilities
to optimum advantage may modify the extent to which a combination of individual
and group activities can be used.

The type of school for which a media system is sought will have a sub-
stantial effect on final system selection. Schools of different grade level ranges,
with their different curriculum needs, cannot employ the same media mix with
equal effectiveness for instructional purposes.

5



The data that emerges from an examination of administrative factors are
essential to the design of a media system which meets the requirements of the
educational setting. But such data have value only as they are modified by the
instructional factors.

Instructional Factors

Curriculum development practices provide equally important data to the
design of a media system for a unique educational setting.

An ideal way to develop curriculum, one that would provide the most use-
ful basis on which to select media, begins with general decisions and progresses
to the more specific.

1. Establish general educational goals: What are the
purposes to be achieved by education?

2. Specify terminal behavioral objectives: What will a
person who has achieved the educational goals be able
to do?

3. Specify the interim objectives: What knowledge and
skills are needed to perform the terminal objectives?

4. Identify the types of learning: What activities and
experiences are needed to learn such knowledge and
skills?

5. Determine need for individual and group instruction:
Is learning best achieved on an individual basis or in
a group? (The answer may result in a combination
of individual and group activities. However, the ratio
of one to the other may be modified by existing facilities,
basic philosophy, and other factors. For example,
some school buildings with traditionally designed
classrooms cannot accommodate varieties of group
sizes and activities.)

This precise approach to curriculum development is too complex to be
treated fully here. More detailed discussions of these development techniques
may be found in the references on page 31 .

Specify Appropriate Sensory Stimuli

Information drawil from the examination of the stated interim objectives
and the defined types of learning will provide answers to questions of critical
importance in media selection.

6



1. Does this knowledge or skill require identification
or discrimination of sounds?

2. Are color, motion, or touch essential to successful
learning?

3. What medium best provides these characteristics?
Are there other media with the same capability?

4. Is this a group or individual learning activity?
Which medium is most appropriate?

Des 40 Alternative Media Systems

The required characteristics of media, together with data from the in-
structional and administrative components, shape the design of alternative media
systems.

At this stage, a professional media systems designer should be consulted.
Armed with his own expert technical knowLedge and the specific data from the
educational setting, he can design two or three alternative systems especially
tailored to the particular needs of the setting. The more precise and compre-
hensive the data, the better the design.

In some ways the design of alternative systems is analogous to an architect
designing a house. Given a maximum cost and minimum number of rooms, the
architect can produce a variety of designs that may or may not be acceptable.
Given added information such as the activities of a family, preferences in archi-
tectural style, tastes in furniture and decoration, and the ages of the children,
the architect is more likely to produce designs that come close to fulfilling the
expectations and needs of his clients.

It should be noted that the alternative media systems which result at this
point in the media selection process will probably be a combination of several
different media (television, audiovisual, radio). No single medium has all the
characteristics and capabilities required by the learning objectives of a particular
educational setting.

For further discussion of design considerations from the viewpoint of the
media system designer, see Section A of the Appendix.

Estimate Cost

The costs of the alternative media systems, designed in the preceding
step, can now be estimated. Since the results of the investigation of this step are
the substance of this report, cost estimation is mentioned here only to maintain
the sequential review of the overall selection process. The next section of this



volume, Cost Determinations, discusses some general considerations that are
necessary when estimating costs of media systems. The specifics of the method-
ology used in estimating costs can be found in Section A of the Appendix.

Select Appropriate Media System

The results of the design and cost estimation activities provide the basis
for the final selection of the media system best suited to the needs and limitations
of the particular educational setting.

A review and comparison of the costs, capabilities, and limitations of the
alternative systems may require a reconsideration of decisions made earlier.
Perhaps the utility of one system, though exceeding budget limits, may be suf-
ficient to cause a reallocation of funds; or, perhaps, the cost of each of the
alternatives is so great as to require a modification of objectives or an alteration
of other factors in the educational setting. This process of reviewing, adjusting,
radesigning, and reestimating may have to be repeated several times before a
final selection is made.

Through this refining process, the final media selection will be made after
all known factors are weighed and the best compromise is achieved. The effective-
ness of a particu'ar medium, however, remains largely a professional judgment.
At thiri time there are few evaluation techniques available to show the superiority
of one medium over another in achieving the stated instructional objectives.

Steps After Selection

Final selection of a media system is followed by the customary procedures
of contract specification, review of bids, and award of a contract for equipment
and installation. Two other "post selection" activities are essential at this
point implementation (training and operation) and evaluation. Logically,
planning for these activities should be completed well before this time. Some of
the groundwork should already have been laid at earlier stages of the selection
process. Staff acceptance of new media is more likely if teachers have participated
in the selection process and have received instruction in how the new media are
to be used Operating procedures which allow for a period of adjustment must be
carefully planned and introduced.

The operational media system should be evaluated in terms of all the
factors involved in the selection and implementation process and should be
measured against the criteria on which each decision was based. For example:

1. Administrative Factors

a. flow do actual costs (capital and operation) com-
pare with estimated costs?



b. Do the number of students using the
system and the number of hours it is
used equal, exceed, or fall short of
estimates?

2. Instructional Factors

a. How does actual learning achievement
compare with the specified objectives?

b. Are the media selected appropriate to the
specified sensory stimuli? (It is difficult
if not impossible in this area, to separate
the effect of the medium from the effect
of the material presented via the medium.)

3. Other Factors

a. Are the teachers using the media? Are
they using it to best advantage?

b. Were the plans for scheduling, implementation,
and operation adequate?

c. What is the student reaction (aside from
learning achievement)?



COST DETERMINATIONS

Production, distribution, and reception are the three generally accepted
divisions into which each inedia system can be separated for purposes of cost
estimation.

Production

Production covers the creation or acquisition of lessons, programs, ac.,
in the fc,rm to be presented by the media system. The scope (and, therefore, the
cost) of production activities is a function of the number of lessons or other in-
structional units tha.. must be produced in a defined period of time. Factors that
enter into the scope of the production activity include

o average length of instructional unit
o type of program (lecture, drama, demonstration, etc.),
o quality of production, and
o physical form of a particular medium.

Once the scope of the production activity has been determined, detailed
production requirements can be formulated. By examining each of these require-
ments relative to the chosen media system, a rough estimate of system cost can
be dotermined. The final cost estimate is produced by breakinf, down each of
these requirements into identifiable units cameras, projectors, teachers,
equipment operators, raw tape stock, etc. and assigning actual costs to each
unit.

The following list is a sample breakdown of production requirements
divided into capital and operating costs; the overall cost may not be as significant
as the ratio ei capital to operating cost or the operating cost alone. This list cannot
be defined further until a specific system has been selected. (For discussion of
specific systems see Appendix, Section A.)

Capital Costs

Initial planning
Equipment
Facility
Initial software

Initial teacher training
Initial operator training
Test equipment
Expansion capability



Operating Costs

Operating personnel
Maintenance personnel
Teacher training
Operating personnel training
Administration
Equipment maintenance
Replacement spare parts

Distribution

Facility upkeep
Consumable supplies
Related materials
Current programming
Program update
Research, testing, and

evaluation

The main variables in distribution are the number of channels required to
have students receive material at the proper time and the number of central
points lt which this material can be pinced in the distribution channels. The
number of channels can be determined once the media programs are scheduled
and any conflicts in the schedule have been eliminated. The number of central
distribution points is determined by the type of media system employed and the
environment within which it is to operate.

For examdle, if the schedule in3icates that on a given day between 9 a.m.
and 9:30 a.m. the media system must provide a ninth grade lesson in history, an
eighth grade lesson in mathematics, and a seventh grade lesson in science, three
channels would be needed to provide this service simultaneously. Thus, if a
closed circuit television (CCTV) system is being used, three television chainels
would be required.

The number of central distribution points for a closed circuit television
system would equal the number of program input stations which in turn would
depend upon the geography of the environment and the location of population
centers.

Once decisions have been made cm these variables, a rough system con-
figuration can be made and estimates of cost attempted by breaking down the
distribution function according to the following list.

Capital Costs

Initial planning
Equipmeat
Facility

Initial operator training
Test equipment
Expansion capability

r



Operating Costs

Operating personnel
Maintenance personnel
Operating personnel trkining
Administration
Equipment maintenance

Reception

Replacement spare parts
Facility P.pkeep
Cowiumable supplies
Related materials

The number of reeeptio .. points, which can be calculated on a per school
basis, is a function of the schedule, the size of the group, and the characteristics
of the media system. The number of reception points for a television system is
the number of television sets; the number of reception points for a language
laboratory is the number of headphones, etc.

Assuming a particular schedule configuration, let us examine the require-
ment for television sel s. The average length of a program affects the cost of
producing it to a greater extent than the cost of receiving it. Whether a program
is ten minutes or one hour long, the television set and the class usually remain
in the same room for the entire session. The set cannot be used by a different
class or for a different program during this period. Thus, the minimum number
of receivers per school is determined by the maximum number of unique programs
transmitted per hour and the number of groups watching each program. If,
during one particular hour of the week, Math I is transmitted to three groups and
English H is transmitted to four additional groups, then seven receivers are
needed to receive the programs.

The reception category can be broken down into the following areas foi cost
estimation purposes.

Capital Costs

Initial planning
Equipment
Initial teacher training

Operating Costs

Teacher training
Administration
Equipment maintenance

Consumable supplies
Related materials
Research, testing, and evaluation



Summary

These are only some of the preliminary considerations necessary to
determine the costs of production, distribution, and reception of a media system.
More detailed analysis requires identification of the educational task and the
specific media system. Detaiied procedures for estimating the costs of the specific
systems covered in this report can be found in the Appendix, Section A.

The diagram on the following page illustrates the sequence of general steps
taken to determine the cost of a media system. Blocks 1 and 2 produce the media
system characteristics which determine the system's configuration. Blocks 3, 4,
and 5 develop the costs in each of the three divisions into which the system has
been separated. Block 6 sums up all costs prior to the selection decision that is
made in Block 7. Actually, decisions are made throughout the entire process
and some systems may be rejected or modified well before Block 7 is reached.
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COST COMPARISONS

In order to make a meaningful comparison of all systems, a common
denominator must be defined. In this study, a hypothetical educational task was
defined and the requirements to accomplish this task in selected environments
were established for each system. A discussion of the rationale of this approach
and a description of the task appears in Volume II of this study, the Technical
Report. Volume II also contains the cost data collected end analyzed for each of
the systems investigated, the format for comparing systems on a cost basis, a
set of graphic presentations of several media system comparisons, and a detailed
discussion of cost comparison results.

From the cost comparison discussion in Volume II, some general assess-
ments have been made and are included in this volume. The assessment ratings
of the various systems are presented in Tables 1 through 3 in terms of total cost,
production cost, and distribution cost. No table was prepared for reception cost,
because this cost was assessed as reasonable for all media systems. These
tables provide a useful tool for the preliminary screening of media systems by
considering the general cost appropriateness of a system within a particular
environment. The final selection of a media system must be based on consideration
of not only the comparative costs of alternative systems, but: also the educational
task to be performed.

General Information

Some general information applies to all three tables and may facilitate the
interpretation of the data contained in them.

1. The instructional media systems being compared are
defined in the Glossary, page 27

2. The types of environments local, city, metropolitan,
state, and region are described in the Appendix,
page 69.

3. Each assessment is relative to the costs of all other
systems identified in the table and costs are c?lculated
on a per pupil basis.

4. A system is designated as "not Rpplicable" when the
educational environment to be s erved is either too large
or too small to be appropriate.

5. A system is designated as "not reasonable" when there
appear to be significant co, t differences between
appropriate systems.

6. A system is designated as "reasonable but with production
qualifications" when the current cost of producing and/or
duplicating instructional material is too high in relation
to the resources of an educational environment.
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7. A system is designated as "reasonable but with technical

qualifications" if lower costs depend apon development
and refinement of equipment or changes in Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) pokicies and regulations.

Table 1 - Total Cost Assessments

The ratings in Table 1, on the following page, show that total cost of television

would be reasonable for 'meal and city environments if problems of production cost were

eliminated except for airborne and satellite systems.

Television production costs for equipment and studio facilities and for

devising' the content of the materials range from $200 to $2,000 per program. Only

a very large school district can afford such substantial amounts. For the local and

city environments, even the cost of duplicating materials prepared by others is

quite high, though it is possible to obtain copies for approximately $2 per minute.

At this price, it is reasonable to assume that a school system could afford one copy

for use at a central transmission point.

Purchase of one copy is suitable for local or city environments that require

only one transmission point. In the larger envi ronments, more transmission points

aie needed - and therefore more tape coiAes - to avoid the cost of transmitting pro-

grams over greater and greater distances. This highlights the need for a technique

of inexpensive, good quality duplication of video tapes. Even if this technique were

developed, however, there are few materials generally available that are worthwhile

duplicating.

The cost of producing instructional materials on film is relatively high. There-

fore, the current practice is i-,o purchasc film prints from commercial organizations.

The cost of film prints is also high because the volume of use is low, but high volume

use is ualikely until costs are reduced.

The technical problems that qualify the reasonable rating of television systems

on the metropolitan, state, and regional levels relate to distribution and are discussed

under Table 3 - Distribution Cost Assessments.

Table 2 - Production Cost Assc,ssments

The ratings contained in Table 2, page 18, show the assessments of the various

systems in terms of production costs only. These costs are divided into two categories,

the cost of producing original materials and the cost of obtaining duplicates. Produc--

tion costs are essentially the same for all the television sstems studied; therefore, all

these systems are grouped together in this table.

Table 3 - Distribution Cost Assessments

Table 3, page 19, rates the systems on the basis of distribution costs only.

In the case of television systems these costs would be reasonable if certain

16
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Table 1.

TOTAL
COST ASSESSMENTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA SYSTEMS

Instructional
media system

Type of environment

Local City Metro State Region

Audio visual

Airborne TV

ITFS

Satellite TV

UHF TV

Closed Cir. TV

VTR

ilm

Audio

Radio

Lang. Lab

ClassDialAccess

KEY

Costs are:

CE 1

Reasonable

Reasonable, but with technical qualifications

Reasonable, but with production qualifications

Not Reasonable

Not Applicable
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Table 2.

PRODTICTION
COST ASSESSMENTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA SYSTEMS

Instructional
media system

Type of environment

Audiovisual

TV

Film

Audio

Radio

Lang. Lab

ClassDialAccess

Local City Meru State Region

s-?
0 tv
P;1.t t5 tcr7i. II 0

7fl

44' LH LH 66

KEY

Costs are:

Reasonable

Not Reasonable

Not Applicable
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Table 3.

DISTRIBUTION
COST ASSESSMENTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA SYSTEMS

Type of environment

Instructional
media system Local City Metro State Region

Audio visual

Airborne TV

ITFS

Satellite TV

UHF TV

Closed Cir. TV

VTR

Film

Audio

Radio

Lang. Lab

ClassDialAccess

KEY

Costs are:

Reasonable

Reasonable, but with technical qualifications

Not Reasonable

Not Applicable
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equipment were developed or refined and/or certain FCC regulations were changed.
In the case of the FCC regulations, the assignment of channels (spectrum space)
for educational use seems to be the area of greatest difficulty.

Airborne TV

Use of UHF frequencies for an airborne system has been outlawed
by the FCC. With minor redevelopment of airborne system equipment, telecasting
on the ITFS frequencies would be possible. Although ITFS channels have been
reserved for the Midwest airborne project, wide-area ITFS channels outside of
that region might be extremely difficult to obtain.

ITFS

The ITFS system was designed to serve a local, city, or metropol-
itan environment. Wider area coverage is technically feasible, provided the
present FCC limit on transmitting power is relaxed. Also, there have already
been problems because of an inadequate number of channels in the ITFS band in
Cleveland and Los Angeles. The use of either satellite or airborne multichannel
systems on the ITFS frequencies would present additional spectrum space problems
at ITFS frequencies.

Satellite TV

A regional satellite system is dependent upon application of certain
recent technological developments such as integrated circuits which will probably
take several years to implement. Developments in rocket and spacecraft com-
ponent reliability could greatly affect costs. The question of frequencies for tele-
cast from space is under international discussion. It is not clear what channels
could be used for a satellite instructional service.

UHF TV

Greater utilization of UHF system in limited by the availability of
channels. Most cities have only one channel reserved for educational television.
Multiple channel instructional systems would require special FCC rulings along
with modification of the Commission's existing policies of channel assignments.
As larger areas are served more channels are needed because a wider variety si
materials must be presented.

VTR

Placing a video tape recorder in each sehool is considerably more
costly than the distribution of other television syst:.;ms and will not be practical on
a large scale basis until more reliable, lower cost equipment becomes available.
However, because of its flexibility, a viklo tape recorder is useful in certain
situations, such as those requiring i:-Iimediate playback,



Closed-Circuit Television

The closed-circuit system is not limited in number of channeis by any
regulatory problems except possibly over long distances. The system if particularly
sensitive to the density and management of schools. The costs may be prohibitive in
some locations.

Cost of Computer Assisted Instruction

Computer assisted instruction (CAI) was not included on the cost assess-
ment tables for several reasons.

Use of the computer for instructional purposes is relatively new compared
to the media systems included in the cost aPsessment tables in the preceding pages,
and is still considered to be in a research and development phase. Experience
with computer assisted instruction is still too limited to provide sufficient data for
estimating cost of using CAI in varying environments,and the nature of the system
itself makes it difficult to compare CAI costs with other media costs in any en-
vironment. Some of the more obvious differences are as follows.

1. The cost of the basic equipment required kr CAI is
significantly greater than for any other media.

2. The cost of preparing instructional materials is
increased by the need to put them in a format
acceptable to the computer and the additional need
for programs to control the operation of the computer
and associated devices.

3. The computer offers the advantage of being able to
process administrative data related to the operation
of the school system arid the test and evaluation
data related to student and material performance in
addition to presenting instructional material.

4. The computer can be programmed to control and
utilize other media (film, slides, aurlio) as part of
an instructional presentation.

While costs for CAI are difficult to estimate with any reasonable assurance
at this stage. it is possible to make some general observations about CAI as an
instructional tool, future trends in the utilization of CAI, and some of the dif-
ficulties still to be overcome before wide adoption of CAI is feasible. A brief
summary of computer assisted instruction appears in the Appendix of this volume.
The detailed discussion from which this summary was taken constitutes Volume III
of this report.

Those interested in a discussion of the costs involved in the implementation
and operation of a problem-solving type of CAI system are referred to "A Feasi-
bility Study of a Central Computer Facility for an Educational System" performed
for the U. S. Office of Education, Contract No. OEC - 1 - 7 - 07900 - 3565, which
analyzes the functional requirements for a central computer facility having remote
terminals in 50 educational institutions with a total enrollment of 100, 000 students,
and makes prelimint-..ry specifications for such a facility.
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COST-SAVING CONSIDERATIONS

One objective of this study was to investigate ways in which costs of media
applications in education could be reduced. The second volume of this study,
the Technical Report, contains a discussion of cost-saving possibilities and
suggests changes that must occur in order to realize these possibilities.

Three areas can be identified where changes are necessary if cost savings
are to be achieved. These areas are

1. the utilization of media systems,
2. the technology of media systems, and
3. the organization of educational systems.

Changes in these areas cannot be accomplished by the efforts of the individual
educator alone. However, knowledge of the nature and scope of these changes is
important to the individual educator if he is to apply his share of the effort for
change in the most fruitful direction and if he is to prepare for the impact of change
when it occurs.

A brief discussion of each of the three areas is presented in this section
along with a description of one cost-saving configuration that might be possible if
the suggested changes were made.

Utilization of Media Systems

Wide-scale adoption and more intensive use of the media will result in
cost reductions on a per student basis in the areas of production, distribution,
and reception.

Production Cost Savings

Significant savings will result if a production effort can serve a
larger number of students. However, if materials are to be acceptable for
widespread use, the quality of content and presentation must be improved by
making more effective use of learning theory, techniques of student motivation,
and curriculum needs of the schools. Preparation of rnaterLls in this manner
would result in an increase in overall production cost but, through wider
utilization, would also result in a decrease in production cost per student.

Savings in quality production are predicated upon the assumptions
that the need for materials is relatively uniform in widely scattered school dis-
tricts and that reliable, convenient distribution and reception systems would be
available. The existing widespread adoption of the same textbook would seem to
indicate that these assumptions are reasonable. Howver, seine :-nechanism is
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needed to guide the production and distribution of materials for the newer media,
and the cooperation of school districts is an essential ingredient in the develop-
ment of such a mechanism.

Distribution Cost Savings

The distribution cost per student can be reduced if

o more students can be served from a central
facility, or

c mass reproduction methods can be found for
making inexpensive copies of original
materials.

The scope of central facilities can be increased through the use of
network television techniques higher transmission antennae, increased
transmission powcr electronic relay of materials between school districts.
Satellite and airborne television systems are also well-suited to covering vast
areas containing large numbers of students. More intensive use of such methods
can considerably reduce per student cost, but only if materials and schedules are
appropriately tailored to the educational needs of participating schools. To ac-
complish this, transmission centers must have multiple channels available and
schedules and materials must be coordinated.

The critical factor in lowering the costs of reproducing original
materials is the anticipated volume of distribution. Unless the volume is large
enough, the development effort required to find inexpensive methods of duplicating
films and video tapes would not be worthwhile. Present copying techniques are
based on high quality broadcast standards and low volume. Although high speed
reproduction of video tapes is potentially possible, the techniques for accomplishing
it have not been sufficiently developed because the expressed need has not been
great enough. The price of a film print is many times the cost of making the print
because of the low recovery rate of production and marketing costs. Assurance
of a high volume market for copies of video materials or federal financing of the
needed research of low cost reproduction methods would lead to cheaper means of
copying video educational materials.

Reception Cost Savings

Savings in reception costs can be affected through

o increased student utilization of some portions
of the reception system, and

o lower costs of components through the adoption
of mass production methods.
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Portions of the reception system would cost less per student if more student hours
were devoted to the media. The central reception and distribution segments in the
television systems are examples of areas where greater utilization would lower

per student cost.

Application of technology to lower the cost of reception equipment com-
ponents and to provide methods for duplicating instructional materials are discussed
under Technology of Media Systems.

Technologz of Media Systems

Cost savings through new technological developments emphasize individual
use of media and may be considered in relation to audio, video, and audiovisual

systems.

Audio Systems

Random Dial Access Systems. Instructional programs presently
distributed via dial access are available only on a fixed schedule. The student must
enter the system at precisely the right time to hear an entire program without
waiting. It is technically possible, though not now commercially available at a
reasonable cost, for a student to dial any program contained in a system at his

convenience.

Record Player and Records. An inexpensive, slot-loading record
player, now being mass produced, offers particular advantages for individual use
by elementary students. It requires only that the record be inserted into the slot;

once inserted it is played automatically. Certain models of this record player can
accept vinyl records contairing 10 to 15 minutes of material which may cost as
little as $0.05 each when produced in quantity.

Audio Program Dissemination via Classroom TV. Existing class-
room television receivers can be used to disseminate audio programs at a
school-wide cost of less than $100. For a small additional investment, a remote
audio source can be placed under complete teacher control.

Induction Loop Audio Dissemination. The use of audio materials
usually requires either a loudspeaker or headset for the dissemination of sound.
The headset generally requires wiring which tethers the user to one location. An

induction loop may be used to disseminate souiid to students who are provided with
headsets which do not require any connecting wires.

Video System

This system introduces a low cost means of disseminating still
visual frames via educational television channels for subsequent playback
by the teacher in the classroom. The system will permit a central library to
transmit up to 10,000 frames per hour to the requesting school.
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Audiovisual System

Film Strip and Synchronized Audio. An inexpensive substitute for
motion pictures is an automatic still projector and synchronized audio source. The
programming may be taken from the existing inventory of sound motion pictures.

Integrated Audiovisual System. This system provides visual and
audio frames on a common film medium system. Each visual frame has an asso-
ciated audio frame which may, if desired, be repeated while the visual frame
remains unchanged. It has a maximum capacity of 9,600 visuals and 80 hours of
associated audio depending upon the production technique employed and the number
of copies required.

Organization of Educational Systems

Behavioral objectives and the types of learning associated with the objectives
have been identified as key elements in the process of media selection. The mode
of presentation, group or individual, is also an important consideration in the
selection procedure. If these elements play a part in the selection of a media
system, it may be assumed that the need for both group and individually oriented
systems will be recognized. Would this change the traditional school organization?
Yes, because there are few provisions for individualized instruction at the present
time. Could these changes result in "cost-saving" situations? Again the answer
is "yes".

The largest item in a school's operating budget is teachers' salaries. The
implementation of media systems will not necessarily reduce the number of teachers.
It would alter their roles, however, so that they could devote a iarger portion of
their time to individual instruction and the guidance of learning experiences. This
would be one step toward the achievement of optimum "cost effectiveness". The
operation of media, the monitoring of learning experiences, arkd other similar
responsibilities could be assigned to para-professionals. This work, currently
performed by the teacher, could be effectively accomplished by persons without
the professional qualifications expected of members of the teaching staff, hence, a
"cost saving" may result when a school system is organized along the lines dis-
cussed.

Cost-Saving Approaches

Cost savings are possible when new media systems are developed or
existing systems are redesigned by implementing suggestions similar to those
mentioned in this volume. The considerations presented in this section and the
more detailed and expandld discussion contained in the Technical Report by no
means exhaust the list of cost-saving approaches. They are offered, rather, to
suggest some of the savings that are possible. The following example describes how
these cost-saving considerations can be applied to a particular media system.
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Educational satellite television is an attractive medium, especially from
the point of view of cost, Its wider utilization can dmaatically reduce cost per
student per year. In the previous section on cost comparison oi media, satellite
television rated extremely well when applied on a regional level. Assuming the
solution of some technical and spectrum space problems, the following satellite
television system may be hypothesized.

A region. such as the southeastern section of the United States, might join
in a cooperative venture to use satellite television as an instructional medium. A
basic prerequisite for such a plan is that schools in these states reach some agree-
ment on the instructional methods and content to be used in the media system.
General agreements would have to be reached on management and administrative
policies. The formidable array of detailed studies required in the planning,
implementation, and operation of the proposed venture falls outside the scope of
this report.

Assuming extensive use of the system within local schools, the cost savings
in distribution and reception are fairly obvious. The wide use of the same instruc-
tional material would also reduce production cost per student.

Scheduling the presentation of material is a horrendous task. In order to
provide some degree of freedom to local schools, a video tape recording system is
proposed for each member school. Presentations could be recorded when trans-
mitted,and played back at more convenient times through their closed circuit
system. The expense of the video tape recording system would obviously raise costs,

but without this additional system the usefulness of the satellite system would
probably be seriously affected. Therefore, a trade-off between original system
cost and the projected student use of the system is necessary.

Another major problem is the creation of the instructional material to be
distributed from a central source. Member schools might be assigned the
responsibility for generating material in specific subject areas. For example, a
school in North Carolina could be assigned the task of developing instructional
programs in high school economics. Local video tape recording systems could be
used to produce the instructional material and the tapes could then be transported
to the central television studio for editing and distribution.

It is important to point out that the satellite television system described
above would not be the only media system in operation in the regional schools.
Other types of media, operating on a local, city, or metropolitan basis, would
present materials and provide learning experiences not appropriate for production
and distribution by satellite television.

This brief discussion can only touch upon methods for presenting instruc-
tional material via a media system at minimum cost. It should be reiterated,
however, that cost should never be the sole consideration. Emphasis must always
be placed on the educational 'benefits which a medium affords to students. M-
structional requirements, not cost considerations, should dictate the selection of

media.
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GLOSSARY

AIRBORNE TELEVISION

A UDIO

A television system in which the
transmitter, antenna, and inpu).,
equipment are mounted in an aircraft.
Transmission from approximately
20,000 feet provides very large Cov-
erage patterns.

Of or pertaining to sound. Specifically,
a sound recording. Loosely, any part
of or all of the complex of sound
equipment, facilities, and personnel.

A UDIOACTIVE Facilities in which stuuents are equipped
with headphones, preamplifier, and
microphone by nieans of which the
student's voice is amplified and carried
simultaneously to his own headphones
as he speaks.

AUDIOACTIVE COMPARE Facilities in which students are equipped
with headphones, microphone, and a
two-track tape recorder. The student's
voice is recorded on the second track
for playback and comparison with the
voice on the master track.

A UDIOPASSIVE Listening tacilities in which students
are equipped with headphones only.

CARREL A student study station. Unitized desk,
table or booth arrangement designed to
facilitate effective independent study
by students; may include electronic or
optical devices for display of information

controlled either by the student or
by outside programming sources such as
teaching machines and audio transmis-
sion and reception facilities.

CHANNEL

27

A complete system for transmitting a
signal from an input location to an
output location.



C LOSED CIRCUIT TE LEVISION

CONDUIT

DLE, TEACHER'S

CONTRW, C ONSO LE

DIAL ACCESS SYSTEM

ELECTRONIC LEARNING
LABORATORY

A television system which limits dis-
tribution of an image to those receivers
which are directly connected to 4-'1e
origination point by coaxial cable or
microwave link.

Rigid or flexible metal pipe or tubing
which contains the wires that conduct
signals or current.

Instructor's control center in an elec-
tronic laboratory where a distribution
panel controls the transmission of
program signals and may include facil-
itiec for two-way communication with
individual students or an entire group.

Equipment that incorporates monitors
for viewing separate images picked up
by various TV cameras in a system,
in addition to the switching and other
control devices required. When remote
controlled cameras are used, special
iris, lens focus, and pan-tilt circuits
are included.

A system in which students are able
to select and receive stored programs
(audio and/or visual) from a location
different from that of the receiver. The
transmission from the source to the
receiver is wholly or in part electronic.

Basically, a series of tape recorders,
earphones, and microphones, connected
by wire to a console where switches
permit the instructor to communicate
with (1) all students simultaneously,
(2) groups of selected students, and (3)
one student, individually.



FILMSTRIP

INSTRUCTIONA L TELEVISION
FIXED SERVICE (ITFS)

HEADPHONE (also called headset)

LANGUAGE LABORATORY

LINE-OF-SIGHT

RANDOM ACCESS

A length of 35mm or 16mm film con-
taining a succession of still pictures
intended for projection one at a time
as slides are shown. Some filmstrips
are equipped with a tape recording
that contains not only the narration but
also a subsonic signal that activates a
solenoid to advance the filmstrip to the
next picture on cue.

An allocation of 31 channels in the
frequency band between 2500 and 2690
megahertz to be used for education0
television services.

A device consisting of one or two
telephone receivers connected to a
headband for individual listening to
audio sources such as intercommunication
circuits. Some headse.s are equipped
with a small microphone to permit
two-way communication.

A room equipped for language instruc-
tion in which tape recorders, pro-
jectors, record players, and other
devices are used singly or in
combination.

In television, a term that describes
transmission characteristics of
microwave frequencies. Such
frequencies are usually limited in
transmissions range to the radio
horizon. Natural or man-made
obstructions existing between the
sending and receiving positions
further limit coverage.

The function of a tape playback unit that
enables one to go to any storage location
at any time and with equal facility and
get a piece of information.



RECEIVER (BROADCAST)

RECORDER, VIDEO-TAPE

SATELLITE TELEVISION

SIGNAL (BROADCAST)

STUDENT POSITION or STATION

ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY (UHF)

Electronic instrument whose antenna
intercepts the carrier wave of a radio
Or television station to which it is tuned,
amplifies the signal, and translates the
electrical energy into sound and, where
applicable, picture.

A device to record both the audio and
video signals of a television production
on a special magnetic tape which can be
played back to reproduce the entire
program.

The use of a synchronous man-made
satellite equipped to receive, amplify,
and re-transmit microwave signals
from and to specially adapted trans-
mitters and receivers on the earth.

The waves, impulses, sounds, pictures,
etc. , transmitted or received.

A desk, table, or booth with equipment
that enables the student to receive a
program and to react to it.

Wave lengths reserved for commercial
and educational television which lie in
the wave bands of 300 to 3000 megahertz.

VIDEO That component of a television signal
that contains the visual information.
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SECTION A

METHODOLOGY FOP ESTIMATING COSTS
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METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMATING COST

The section on Cost Dttz...1.minations introduced the methodology used in
this study for estimating media system costs. The purpose of this section is to
provide general guidelines for estimating the costs of the following media systems.

Airborne Television
Instructional Television Fixed Service
Satellite Television
UHF Television
Closed Circuit Television
Video Tape Recorder
Film
Radio
Language Laboratories
Dial Access

General guidelines can help the educator to understand the problems and
some of the relationships between variables; they cannot provide solutions to all
problems. Each application of a system in an actual educational setting is unique;
no two systems can be applied in tht same way and the accompanying problems
are not identical. To estimate the cost of an actual system requires many value
judgments and even guesses based on the facts and conditions that obtain in an
existing situation. The variables have a large range of values and no general
estimate based on an evaluation of a generic situation will quite fit actual con-
ditions. Therefore, these guidelines are intended not as an inflexible method for
estimating costs but as a tool to be used in the initial planning of a media system.

Categorization of Costs

Three categories used in this study for classifying media system costs
are production, distribution, and reception. The number of unique programs to
be produced is the key to determining production costs. The number of channels
required and the number of central distribution points are the essential items in
specifying the distribution costs. The number of receivers per school is a key
item in deterlining the reception costs. This does not mean that these items
comprise the majority of the system costs. It does mean that the first step
toward outlining a system configuration has been taken when these items are
specifically defined. They are the skeleton of the structure and determine the
size and form of the system. The actual identifiable costs of other system com-
ponents can be appended to this structure.

The costs of media systems may also be categorized as either capital
(initial) or operating (annual) costs. Capital costs are associated with equipment,
goods, or services with a useful value of longer than one year; they are usually
associated with the initial planning and implementation of a system. Operating
costs iilude goods and services which are purchasei annually and are related
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to the operation of the media system. As in the case of the production, distribution,
and reception categories, there is no clear separation of costs into either capital
or operating. Therefore, the classification of some costs may be arbitrary judg-
ment.

The following capital and operating costs are considered for each of the
media systems investigated and for the three categories of production, distri-
bution,and reception.

Capital Costs

Initial planning
Equipment
Facility
Initial software
Initial teacher training
Initial operator training
Test equipment
Expansion capability

Operating Costs

Operating personnel
Maintenance personnel
Teacher training
Operator personnd training
Administration
Equipment maintenance
Replacement spare parts
Facility upkeep
Consumable supplies
Related materials
Current programming
Program update
Research, testing, and evaluation

Another consideration in estimating costs is to determine Whether they
are new costs or a reallocation of existing expenses. All of the costs which are
assessed in this study are a direct result of the planning, implementation, and
operation of the media systems under discussion, However, budgeting and
accounting procedures often used in existing education systems do not separate
costs according to media systems. Consequently, many costs which are
estimated in this report would be charged to a category other than a media
system. Generally speaking, the following costs might not appear on a schoo:'s
accounts in the same way as they do in this report.
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Facilities

Very often facility costs are not charged to a media system even though
a definite portion of the facility is used solely for media. This might not be true
of a remote repeater station or in cases where an entire facility is used for a
media system. Generally, however, for accovnting purposes, the cost of a
building used mainly for instruction is not broken down into the types of instruction
presented in the variow3 sections of the building.

Facility upkeep costs of the smaller systems were not included in
this study because it was assumed that each school has a custodial crew, and the
additional cost of upkeep would be small or nonexistent. In the larger systems
where buildirlg facilities are designed solely for the media system, facility upkeep
is a measurable item. In this case, costs would be determined and each Echool
would have to decide whether or not they would be an additional item in the oudget.

Planning and Training

The initial cost of planning,teacher training, and operator training
may not be additional costs to a school that has a planning staff, on-going teacher
and operator training, and experienced technical help.

Many of the operating costs listed for planning and training may
already be included in a school budget. If other media systems are in operation,
operating and maintenance personnel may be on the payroll and no addi-
tione expense will be necessary. Also, if a media system is large, the size of
the crew assigned to maintain that system may be large enough so that its cost
would be a separate entry in the ledger chargeable to the media system. There-
fore, the relative size of the specific media system under discussion will
determine whether its costs appear in the school's accounts as separate items.

Related Materials

Related materials refer to those materials common to the admin-
istration of a school, e. g. , duplicating supplies and paper. Costs for these
materials have been estimated although they might be included in the normal
budget for these items. This is also true of the programming, program updating,
researching, testing, and evaluating functions inherent to a media system. If a
school actively and continuously evaluates the curriculum, the costs of these
activities for an added media system may be negligible.

The actual netermination of the percent of media system lsts
which may be considered as "add on" costs would always depend upon the unique
administrative, management, and instructional functions of the individual
educational environment.
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Common Costs

There are s3veral functions which are common to all of the media systems.
These functions and their estimated costs are discussed separately here, but are
included in the total cost of the individual systems which are described beginning
on page 39 .

Planning

The overview of the selection process described earlier discussed
the steps which should be taken in planning a media system. The cost assigned to
this activity depends upon certain factors in each unique situation. Also, as noted
previously, the costs associated with planning may be expended from the current
operating budget and, therefore, may not be charged to the media. However, for
the purposes of estimating total system costs, the following checklist of items
may be used in considering the expenses of planning. Expenses for facilities
(including building, upkeep, and utilities), administrative and instructional sup-
port, and consumable supplies are not included because it is assumed that these
expenses would be included in current operating expenditures.

Program Director
Curriculum Specialists
Media Specialists
Media System Designer
Facility Planner
Secretarial assistance
Legal services
Travel expenses

Administration

This function is associated with the administrative aspects of the
media system and is not intended to include the administration of the total educa-
tional system. Because a large percentage of educators "wear many hats", the
duties associated with media system administration may be one of their many
assignments. Therefore, these expenses can be assigned to the media system
administration budget, to other elements of the media system operation, or to
other accounting units related to the operation of the total system. This decision
must be made by the local planner. The size of the media system in terms of
operating personnel and total expenditures will be the key factor in determining
the unit to which this cost will be assigned.

The following list, which excludes facilities, may be used in
estimating administrative costs.



System Director
Assistant(s) to the Director
Secretarial assistance
Travel expenses
Related materials
Meetings

Research, Testing, and Evaluation

The previous statements regarding the accountiag units to which
costs of planning and administration should be assigned also apply to e denses
incurred in the research, testing, and evaluation activitie's associated with a
media system. The checklist to be used in estimating these costs does not ill-
clude expenses for facility, administrative and instructional staff support,
consumable supplies, and related materials. These are assumed to be charged to
the current operating account of the total system.

Research and Evaluation Director
Staff
Secretarial assistance
Travel expenses

Teacher Training

The teacher must perform a vital role in the efficient and successful
planning, implementation, and operation of a media system. The planning activity
must incorporate the ideas and views of the practicing teacher, and the research,
testing, and evaluation activity must have adequate teacher support. Most
importantly, the utilization of the media system depends largely on teacher
acceptance and application.

To achieve full teacher participation,a program must be planned and
implemented which will provide information to the teacher. This prcgram may be
referred to as teacher training.

Teacher training may take many different forms summer in-
stitutes, in-service training courses, seminars, 'individual learning packets, etc.
The costs associated with teacher training would depend upon the program planned
for each unique setting. The following items are suggested as possible expenses
which should be considered in estimating costs.

Director of Teacher Train!.ng
Staff (Instructors)
Secretarial assistance
Trainees (released time for teachers)
Travel expenses
Instructional materials
Related material
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Expenses related to facilities, consumable supplies, and adminis-
trative support needed for teacher training are assumed to be covered by current
expenditures. The determination of which of the teacher training expenses should
7)e treated as "add on" costs must be made for each unique situation.

The remainder of Appendix A describes the estimation of costs for
individual media systems.

Instructional Television Media f3ystems

Instructional television is used throughout the United States, and a variety
of systems are available for delivering instructional television materials. The
systems that were studied include airborne television, the instructional television
fixed service (ITFS), satellite television, UHF television, closed circuit television
(cable and microwave broadcasting), and video tape recorders.

Production

Since the production costs of television materials are independent of
the delivery system, guidelines for estimating these costs are discussed without
reference to a particular television system. However, individual system consid-
erations are noted in the discussion of cost estimating guidelines for the distribution
and reception systems.

Acquisition of Existing Materials. There are several sources from
which to rent television materials, chiefly, the National Great Plains Instructional
Television Library, the National Center for In-school Educational Television
Instruction, and the Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction. If
materials available from these sources can be matched to individual school require-
ments, it is less expensive to rent or buy them than to produce the materials at
the same level of quality. A three step process should 'be followed when deciding
whether to rent or produce television materials.

1. Review catalogs and select appropriate materials.
2. Screen selections and weigh rental cost vs. production cost.
3. Consider nntod vs. produced materials with the final

decision based on both cost and effectiveness.

It may be desirable to revise the original set of criteria if, during
the review process, suitable television materials are located which are readily
available. The costs of purchasing associated written materials and mailing and
handling should be included in estimating the total cost of renting materials. Often
prices may be negotiated or a barter agreement may be reached.

Cooperative Production. If the decision is made to produce materials
rather than to rent or purchase them, costs can be reduced considerably if several
groups cooperate to develop and produce materials with each participant receiving
one or more copies of the material generated. Therefore, it is advisable to explore
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cooperative productioa with neigi ',poring schools, state agencies, national curricu-
lum groups, and other ITV groups.

Designing Materials. Resources should be invested in developing an
overall design r)f the television materials to be voduced. A series of programs
should Lc outlined using the best ideas available nationally. If properly done, the
materials will be useful to others who may be wriing to share the costs of good
planning and design. The efficiency of the desigr. task will depend upon an
adequate definition and measurement of educatioral goals. Usually, this can best
be accomplished by utilizing the experiences anl knowledge of specialists such as
national curriculum lead-,rs, local teachers ane supervisors, ITV personnel,
media research(!rs, and learning specialists. These consultants can outline
instructional materials within subject areas by grade level for group and individual
instruction.

Production Facilities and the Production Schedule. The school district
may find it possible to have the recorded materials produced in an existing tele-
vision studio facility. However, if the district has iis own studio facilities, it must
be remembered that a larger staff and facility would be needed to produce the
initial materials than would be required for the continuing operation. The admin-
istrator mu, -1t weigh the costs of contracting with an outside agency for production
against the costs of in-house production to decide whether materials should be
pi Ddmed by the school qvstem in its own facilities, in a local ITV facility belong-
ing to or shared wii.1-1 so: _acme else, or by commercial production groups.

The number of studios needed depends upon the number of
programs prepared annually, the ratio of rehearsal to recording time, and the
utilization of the facility. The number of hours required to prepare materials can
be multiplied by the rehearsal/recording ratio and divided by the utilization factor
after it has been multiplied by the number of hours the studio can be used per year.
This will provide an estimate of the number of studios required.

A high utilization factor can be achieved only if sufficient
lea.d time is given so that the studio time can be carefully scheduled. 1.L. the

material has not been completely designed before rehearsals begin, scheduling is
difficult An intensive review and revision effort, extensive use of film, shooting
on location, animation, or insufficient amounts of critical equipment or personnel
will each create a low utilization factor.

Studios should be designed by a professional studio designer.
It may be possible to tue space in scho .ls which is no longer desirable for class-
room use. Produetion facility costs in lude costs for studio and auxiliary space
(lighted, air conditioned, and wired), cameras, microphones, and other audiovisual
signal origination equipment, control ann switching equipment, test equipment,
video and audio tape recorders, and studio designer services.
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Development of Material Content. After the general outline of the
required materials is prepared, a team of specialists should be recruited to pre-
pare their content and determine their method of presentation. some of these
specialists would be responsible for the recording, testing, and revision phases of
material development. The team would consist of teachers, content specialists,
learning researchers, writers, testing and measurement specialists, and media
specialists.

Production Operation. The principal technical requirement is the
number of personnel required to record materials in the studio. This is determined
by the number of studios and the quality of the materials. The number of camera-
men, floormen, producer-directors, control room engineers, and video tape
recorder operators is fixed by the studio design unless only minimal quality is
desired. Savings can be made only by reducing the rehearsal to recording ratio or
increasing the utilization factor of the studio because these cperating personnel will
generally be idle when the studio is no t. in use.

In addition to personnel costs, other costs which can be
assessed by the engineering staff include those for power, camera tubes, film de-
veloping and processing, and art, engineering, and secretarial supplies.

After the content is designed and prepared, it must be recorded
in the studio. Often these two processes go on concurrently although this is un-
desirable. However, since review and revision of the content is a continuing process,
this overlap cannot be avoided entirely. For this reason, some of the material
designers must be available during the actual production or recording process.
The number and makeup of the team which records the material are highly variable.
Often it is the same group that is responsible for the design of the material, but,
most often, the group lacks sufficient numbers of learning, testing, and media
specialists. Similarly administrative help and review and revision resources are
often inadequate. This practice is unwise for the same reasons that inadequate
planninv is undesirable.

Additional costs for recording the content beyond the salaries
of the specialists are purt..hase of rights to use copyrighted materials, props and
other supplies for the recording of materials, salaries end expenses of secretaries
and clerks for testing, script preparation, etc.

Distribution

The choice of a method of distribution for a telev'ion system is
largely a function of the size of the area to be covered, the population distribution
within the area, and the number of television channels needed. Al of the systems
can supply services on a single channel unless FCC regu:ations prohibit a new
channel assignment in a particular area. S'andard UHF sys'.erns and airborne uHr
systems may te limited to one or two channels by regulation. ,TFS systems are
limited to a maximum of four channels. Closen circuit systems are not limited
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by regulation but by technical and cost considerations. Six-channel closed circuit
systems are in ur.,e and twelve-channel systems are possible. Satellite broad-
cast systems aze limited by regulation and technical considerations, but it would
appear that Lin or more channels are feasible.

The area of coverage of a system varies with transmitted power,
antenmi height, frequency, and the topography of the terrain. The following areas
can '..)e used for rough estimates.

System Area - sq. mi. Application

UHF
IT FS
Airborne
Satellite
Clese3. Circuit

7,000
300

100,000
1,000,000

N/A

County
City
Small Region
Large Region
Campus/School District

Closed circuit systems do not broadcast over areas, but connect
individual schools to a program source by coaxial cable. The cost of this service
depends on the numlcer of schools in the system and the distance between the
schools. For single channel systems, closed circuit is usually more expensive
than other broadcast systems. However, when more than four channels are re-
quired, closed circuit may be the only alternative other than joining a national
satellite broadcast system.

Although the area of application may be quite large, the population
is usually not distributed uniformly. The majority of the students may be found
in a few densely populated clusters within the total area. Thus, a few ITFS systems
or a few closed circuit systems might reach most of the student population without
resorting to a wide coverage broadcast system. Either ITFS or closed circuit
systems can provide more channels than a broadcast system and their use would
allow more local control over subject material and method of presentation.

...'he type of material and the amount of material to be presented will
determine the channel requirements of a system. If only general material is to be
presented and this material is applicable to the requirements of a large percentage
of the student population, then few channels are needed. Examples would be
current events and general cultural programs which would apply across a number
of grade levels. This type of applicatioa lends itself to a single -thannel system.
When bubject oriented material is being presented to individual grades . nd when
intensive student coverage is desired, then multichannel systems are required.
If individual instruction is planned, the number of channels required becomes
larger than any existing or planned television system could economically supply.

The following table provides a rough guideline to the availability of
channels for each television system. The question mark indicates regulatory,
technical, or cost problems which may bar use of that number of channels.



NUMBER OF POSSIBLE CHANNELS .

SYSTFM

1 2 3 4 G 6 10+

UHF Yes ? No No No No No

ITFS Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No

AMBORNE ? ? ? ? No No No

SATELLITE ,, ? ? ? ? ? ?

CLOSED
CIRCUIT Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Figure A-1 is a simplified illustration of the steps required to
determine the cost of the distribution portion of a television system. The number
of channels required will be a determining factor in ol- oos ing the amount of
related equipment such as transmitters and tape rec.orders. The number of channels
required may also eliminate some television systems from consideration. If six
or more channels are found to be necessary to accomplish an educational task in
an area, then systems which are limited to less than this number of channels by
technical or regulatory restrictions will be eliminated from consideration. In
some cases, the number of channels required could be so large that all television
systems would be eliminated. To determine the number of channels required,
the master schedule must be examined to find the maximum number of simultaneous
transmissions. If, on a particular day, three different television lessons must be
transmitted concurrently, then at least three television channels will be required.

The transmission points are the locations where the program material
is placed on a particular channel. In a broadcast system these points would be
the number of broadcast stations required to cover the area lacing serviced. In
a closed circuit system, they would be the number of hubs in the system from
which the video tape playback units, film chains, or camera chains feed the pro-
gram material to the coaxial cables servicing the schools.

The number of transmission points in a system determines %e
amount of point-related equipment such as buildings, transmission antzlnnas,
towers, and transmitter groups. The number of transmission points also deter-
ndnes the complexity of the program distribution between the transmission points.
A large number of transmission points spread over a large area would require
a complex program distribution system or network to provide each station with
programs at the proper time. This might be a microwave or coaxial electronic
network, or a physical lelivery system using trucks or the U. S. mail to distribute
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Figure A-1. Determination of Television Distribution Cost
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video tape or film. The size of the oomplete system, the amount of program
material to be transported, and the time allowed for transportation will affect the
choice of a distribution sy3tem.

When the number of channels, number of transmission points, and
method of material distribution between points have been decided, the amount of
equipment and the size and number of facilities related to these factors can be
determined. In reality, all of these steps should be accomplished by a consulting
engineer who would follow a similar process for a number of candidate systems
to allow some choice on the basis of cost versus system capability.

One of the outputs of this process would be a list of personnel,
equipment, and facilities required to implement the distribution system. By
assigning a cost to each item, an estimate of total distribution costs may be
derived. A list of required items for a UHF broadcast system follows.

UHF Broadcast Station

Capital Costs

Transmitter
Spare tube set
Control console
Input and monitoring equip-

ment
Tower
Antenna
BF load and wattmeter
T7:ansmission line
Line pressurization equipment
Test equipment
Land, site improvement, building
Installation

Capital Costs

Operating Costs

Engineers
Technicians
Power and repair parts
Building maintenance and utilities
Tower maintenance and utilities
Insurance

UHF Microwave Relay

Operating Costs

Television relay equipment,
fault alarm,and audio channel

Antennas
Wave guides
Battery or other auxiiiavy power
Building
Tower
Site improvement
Land
Multiplex filters
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UHF Input Facility

culalcs Operating Costs

Video tape recorders VTR operators
Switching equipment Clerk-librarian
Building costs Control center operator

Network chief engineer
Supplies
Benefits

Lists of the above type were compiled for each type of television
system investigated. Reference should be made to Volume II, the Technical
Report, for these distribution cost listings and for additional comments pertaining
to design considerations.

Reception

The type of television system chosen and the number of television
receivers required in each school are the starting points from which to determine
the reception costs of a system. The number of receivers required in a school
depends upon the program schedule. The television programs for each class
must be scheduled to determine the number of receivers needed for the time
period of maximum demand.

The in-school reception equipment can be divided into two groups,
that which is common to all systems and that which is peculiar to each system.
The following items form the basic equipment for all schools:

Television receivers
Receiver mountings
Room outlets
Wiring
Distribution amplifiers

The basic equipment cost for each school can be determined from the number of
receivers required per school.

The equipment which receives the signal from a central transmission
point is different for each system of transmission and is listed below.
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UHF Reception

UHF antenna
Preamplifier (optional)
UHF/VHF converter
Mast or tower

ITFS Reception

2500 MHz antenna
Tower
Down converter

Airborne Reception

Antenna
Preamplifier
Tower
Down converter

Satellite Reception

Antenna
Mounting
Down converter

Closed Circuit Rece tion

Connecting lines between school buildings leased from
telephone company by the month

Maintenance for all reception equipment can usually be contracted for
locally. The annual cost will be about 5% to 10% of the original equipment cost.

Audiovisual Media System

An audiovisual media system is comprised of projection equipment and
film programs. Its basic components are motion pictures or still pictures with
or without sound capability. Analysis of the production, distribution, and
reception costs of this media system may be divided into two categories:

1. 16mm sound films and projectors, and
2. s lides , filmstrips , overhead transparencies , records ,

audio tapes and their related projectors or playback
equipment.
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A system of 16mm sound films and projectors has the following characteristics:

Production -
Distribution -

Reception

generally acquired from external sources
necessitates a special facility (media center,
audiovisual center) for scheduling, storage,
and delivery of films
a 16mm projector and screen

A system of slides, filmstrips, transparencies, and related equipment has the
following characteristics:

Production -

Distribution -

Reception

program materials may be acquired from
external sources or produced internally
can be easily encompassed in each school
building or existing book library if a special
facility does not exist
each form of this media classification requires
its own projector and a screen

Costs associated with the 16mm films and projectors are substantial
compared to costs associated with slides, filmstrips, and audio tapes. The
characteristics of the latter system are such that the necessary materials,
equipment, and facilities could easily be accommodated in the system required
for 16mm films and projectors at little additional cost. Therefore, in the in-
terest of simplicity, the remainder of this discussion will focus on the costs
related to planning, implementing, and operating a 16mm system with brief
reference to the other category where appropriate.

16mm Film - Production

Film production is normally too expensive to be undertaken by most
educational environments. Films are usually purchased from external sources
such as commercial companies, government agencies, universities, and
curriculum study groups. Therefore, the discussion of production that follows
will be limited to the acquisition of films.

Once the instructional needs of students are defined, sources of
programs should be investigated. There are approximately 10,000 educational
films currently available from over 100 production sources. Of these, 47% were
produced for the elementary grade level (K-6) and 38% were produced for the
secondary grade level (7-12). Approximately 1,500 of these films were produced
in 1966, 90% of them in color.

In order to match programs to needs, a representative committee
composed of grade level and subject matter specialists should be formed. Their
primary task would be to gather film catalogs, analyze their contents,and deter-
mine which existing films would satisLotorily fulfill the educational media
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requirements as they have been defined. They should then translate their needs
into quantitative terms, specifying -ainirnum and maximum limits if possible.
The committee should then appr:Airlate an average cost per program taking into
account price differentials betweer, suppliers and between color and black and
white film. The last and mot c ini:,artant factor in determining total costs is to
calculate the number of 7.i ultiple copies (film prints) per film title.

Factors influencing the number of copies stern from the instructional
requirements and the schedule determined by the school as adequate for serving
them. Once these factors have been identified, the :lumber of classrooms per
building and the number of schools per area served should be taken into consider-
ation, as well as the transaction time cycle of scheduling, delivering, and
inspecting a film. These factors are used to compute the number of prints of
each film program thl,,t must be purchased. The number of film prints is analo-
gous to channels in a television system. This number may be derived by deter-
mining the number of scheduled simultaneous classroom presentations of each
program title. The cotal number of prints is the sum of the number of copies of
each program title.

16mm Film - Distribution

Films are distributed from an audiovisual center or an instructional
materials center which is very similar to a book library. The audiovisual center
screens, evaluates, and acquires films from external sources. It also catalogs,
stores, schedules, and delivers the films to the schools that have requested them
and repairs and maintains both projectors and films. A center may also provide
these services together with production and reproduction facilities and equipment
for media other than 16mm film.

The major costs associated with an audiovisual center are incurred
at the time of its inception; namely, establishing the facility and acquiring the
necessary staff and equipment. Figure A-2 illustrates the steps necessary to
determine these costs.

Number of Shipments. The calculation of the number of shipments
or volume of transactions is a key step in designing and estimating the cost of an
audiovisual center. The two steps that precede the calculation are included in
the figure to show the data upon which the number of shipments depends. Ideally,
the investigation of the particular educational environment number of schools,
number of students, instructional objectives, number of simultaneous presentations
of each film would have been completed. Also, the total number of film
prints for the estimal'ion of production cost would have been determined. How-
ever, this data may nc:. be available in the early stages of system planning;
therefore, an alternative method is suggested for cost estimation purposes.

The number of shipments per month of a film print may be
estimated first be determining the time required to service a film print in the
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Figure A - 2. Determination of the Cost of an Audiovisual Center for
the Distribution of 16mm Films
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media center prior to shipment,and then by estimating the length of time a print
will remain in a school for instructional purposes. By adding service time to the
time the film is in the school and dividing the sum into one month (20 school days),

the number of maximum possible shipments of a film print per month may be
estimated. Multiplying this rate by the total number of film prints would give an
estimate of the total number of shipments per month. For example:

1 day service time + 4 days in school

20 school days 5

4 x total no. of prints

5 days requil'ed for 1 shipment
of a print
4 (no. of maximum possible
shipments per print per monti,)
total no. of shipments per moWh

It should be emphasized that the number derived by this method must be reevaluated

when the instructional requirements have been specified.

The number of shipments serves as the basis for defining the
size of the audiovisual center, the amount of equipment, and thrt number and

qualifications of staff members.

Facilities. The audiovisual center has traditionally stored and cir-
culated a variety of instructional materials and devices. The facility requirements
of the center include ample space for its staff, materials storage, reception area,
small production facility for non-16mm film media, and a screening area and

conference room for evaluation purposes. Housing of a center has ranged from a
floor of an existing school building to a separate building. Distribution service
in the past has varied widely depending upon the number of schools to be served,
and no standards have been established for a media center regarding the number
of schools or students to be served. As space requirements are applied to the
larger environments, it is assumed that multiple media centers would be
employed to meet the task assigned to the media system, i.e. , regional environ-
ments would have a network of media centers to serve an entire geographical area.

Equipment. The most expensive distribution equipment includes
trucks, electronic film inspection machines, and film storage racks. Other
equipment such as desks and minimum test apparatus for repairing projectors is

less expensive.

The number of trucks needed depends upon the number of
film deliveries one truck can make per day, the mileage between schools, end
the volume of shipments.

Electronic film inspection machines are needed to clPan,
treat, and repair films. A film print is generally inspected upon its return to the
center after a presentatioi. in a school. The number of prints that can be cleaned
and repaired in a day depends upon the type of machine and the skill of the operator.
Each machine requires a full time operator.
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There art) only a few models of storage racks from which to

choose. These hold a fixed number of prints of long and short programs and
require a fixed amol . ol floor space for easy accessibility.

Staff. When estimating the size of a staff for an audiovisual center,
variables pertaining to school district size and organization are of primary
importance. Each center should have a director responsible for all of its activities.
The number of assistants required depends upon the size of the area served and
the manner in which the center is organized. In a smaller district, it is advisable
to have at least two media specialists, one for elementary and one for secondary
grade level materials. As a center becomes larger, further delineation of

authority and responsibility by function is in order to achieve optimum cost effi-
ciency. Salaries are commensurate with a locale's existing practice and are
analogous to other professional classifications (teacher, librarian, etc.). The
number of support staff members depends entirely on the volume of transactions
of the center. Estimates can be derived by timing the unit transaction of the jobs

to be performed.

Tnvestigate Existing Resources, Once facility, equipment, and
staff requirements for the audiovisual center have been determined, it is
extremely valuable to investigate resources which already exist ir the school and
may be adapted or expanded for the distribution phase of the audiovisual system.
This would minimize additional expenditures which may be necessary.

If a school district has an existing facility which can be
adapted for use as a media center, cost savings can result. If new construction is
necessary, it is important to have a functional layout that can be expanded as

needed. Location is of primary importance; it is helpful if a center is convenient
to all associated schools. A central location would decrease delivery time, and

consequently would be less costly than a peripheral location.

Another resource that may be in existence is a system of
delivering mail within a school system which could be expanded to include films.
Vehicle and driver costs can then be shared and allocated to dual accounting class-
ifications. Many large centers which are part of state affiliated universities and
serve a large student population or area may utilize existing postal or independent

delivery services.

Many members of the existing teaching staff may have had
experience with film media. Their assistance in planning and implementation can
save time and help to avoid needless difficulties.

Once an inventory of existing resources has been taken, other
ways to accomplish the task of distribution should then be investigated. Renovation
or new construction costs on a square foot basis, as well as the unit costs for
equipment and salaries, are gathered at this time.
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16mm Film - Reception

Before a teacher and a student can interact with a program, a pro-
jection screen, a projector, and a film must all be assembled in the classroom.
Usually the teacher or a student ;s adept at cperating the projector. Projector
and screen costs vary little among manufacturers. Volume purchase, however,
offers discount possibilities. Maintenance and repair service for projectors is
generally available from a local audiovisual dealer.

The primary cost determinant concerns the projector to classroom
ratio required to perform the educational task. This ratio can be derived from a
school's master schedule of film programs in relation to classes per grade level.
Another factor that enters into the ratio is the number of classrooms per grade
and per building. It is wise to store projectors in school buildings than to
store and distribute them from a center.

Radio

Radio, as an educational medium, is marked by its broad base of service
and the wide set of clueational, informational, and cultural services which it
provides. It is used directly in the classroom and, in addition, provides supple-
mentary instruction for informal and formal adult education.

Educational radio, in the form considered in this study, is principally FM,
although a number of standard AM educational broadcast stations are currently
operating.

With radio, as with television, the configuration of the system determines
the cost. Since much of the methodology used in estimating television costs applies
to radio as well, the following discussion will concentrate on those ele'nents
unique to radio. The configurations considered il this report are:,

Single Channel FM Broadcast
Multiplex FM Broadcast (multiple channel broadcast and reception)
EDUCASTL:G * (An ex:sting version of Multiplex)

Production

The production costs of radio are independent of the costs of the
transmission and reception systems. Therefore, guidelines for estimating these
costs are discussed without reference to single or multiple channel distribution
systems.

* Patented method c . instruction using FM channels to transmit course materials.
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The principal factors in the costs of producing radio materials are
the required number of programs, the allocation of local production facilities,
and the location of the studio facility in relation to the transmission site.

Acquisition of Existing Materials. In practice, many educational
radio stations obtain programs from external sources primarily because they can
be acquired at little or no cost. As in the case of television, there are many
sources which provide audio materials. Two primary sources are the National
Educational Radio Network and the Eastern Educational Radio Network. Many
materials are available at low cost (Broadcast Foundation of America) or at
negligible cost. If existing materials can be adapted to the instructional and
community service needs of the educational station, it is iar cheaper to utilize
these materials than to produce them. However, much of this material is old
and was not designed for instructional use. A careful review of available materials
should be undertaken and an assessment made of its value for the level and type
of programming planned.

Designing Materials. Much of the present and future use of radio as
an instructional and learning tool hinges on the imaginative use of the medium.
Certainly, utilizing the best ideas and techniques developed by other stations is
essential. Experience would indicate, however, that effective programming can
be achieved by assessing local requirements and then developing programming
designed to fit these needs.

The following elements should be an integral part of the design
of radio programming for instructional or enrichment purposes. First, a
determination of those curriculum areas that might best be served through the use
of radio should be made. Having determined these broad areas, then it is of
considerable value to write, produce, and test several kinds of programs for each
grade level. After the effectiveness of these sample programs has been evaluated,
a coordinated series of audio programs and supporting materials can be developed.

Development of Material Content. After a general outline of the
required or desired audio learning materials has been prepared, it is customary
to recruit a team of specialists (teachers, audio production experts, evaluation
specialists, etc.) to prepare the content and to develop, test, and implement the
audio materials.

Production Facilities and Program Support. The design of a typical
radio studio will include production areas, voice recording and announcing booths,
and a control room. The design of the studio is dependent upon the number of
instructional programs to be produced and transmitted. A professional audio
designer should be used to plan the studio facility and to aid in deciding when
requirements dictate the need for more than one studio facility.

The two factors which determine the numl2er of studios
required are the number of programs to be produced and/or transmitted during a
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given period of time (a production cycle) and the maximum number of programs
which one studio is designed to accommodate. Dividing the first factor by the
recond factor will provide the number of studios required.

There will be at least one control room for each studio
facility. Usually a control room services more than one sound studio,although
in more elaborate facilities there may be one control room per studio. The number
of program control consoles required per facility and the size of each console is
dependent upon (1) the diversity of program input sources, (2) the number of
program input sources, and (3) the level of technical competency of console
operators. The number of program sources (microphones, record transcription
turntables, tape record/play units) required depends upon the maximum number
of programs to be recorded simultaneously in addition to the sources required
for "live" broadcasting. As with the balance of the technical audio components, the
quality of the program console, i. e. , its electronic specifications., should match
the specifications for the various program sources.

Also during the design stage, consideration should be given
to how the studio will ie used. It may be used for demonstration purposes,
audience participation programming, as a classroom or part-time maintenance
facility (for joint studio-transmitter sites), or for large and small group recordings.

Production Operation. Audio production facilities will include
"initial software" prerecorded records and tapes. In addition, reel t3pes
(blanks for program recording purposes) must be provided to meet the maximum
number of programs to be produced per production cycle less the number of tapes
to be played "on the air" during a production cycle, with the provision for tape
replacement on a regular basis. Under heavy, regular use conditions, this can
amount to Aout 20% per year.

The actual number of production personnel which will be
required will depend upo'.1 the scope of the production facility and the number of
programs to be produced during any one cycle. Other key factors will be the
number of hours of daily operation and the number of program consoles in the
facility.

Other cost items, e.g. , teacher-performers, content and
measurement specialists, and the materials to support the programs, are related
to the level, complexity, and number of programs produced during any production
cycle. Additional costs beyond the salaries of those preparing and recording the
materials are the purchase of rights to use copyrighthd materials, sound effect
sources, and the administrative expenses of secretaries and clerks.

Distribution

The type of material and the volume to be presented will determine
the channel requirements of the radio system. If the material is of general
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interest and is applicable 'o the requirements of a large segment of the total
potential audience, then only the main FM carrier may be used. This will be true
for much of the community service enrichment and ,:n-class instructional material
which can be utilized across a number of grade levels. Multiple channels are
required for the level of branching program featured with EDUCASTING or for
programs directed at relatively small, selected audiences. As with television,
the channel requirements for individual instruction exceed existing economic and
technical feasibility. Figure A-1, used to plan the distribution requirements and
costs for a television system, can be used to organize the planning of
multiple-channel radio systems as well.

The number of channels required will be a central factor in choosing
related audio equipment such as subcarrier generators and tape recorders. If a
master schedule indicates that a number of programs are to be broadcast
simultaneously (up to feur under existing multiplex rules) then this will determine
the channel requirements.

Each station will require a transmitter of appropriate power and
quality, tower, antenna, console control equipment, supporting test equipment,
input amplifier, and leased telephone lines (or microwave channels) from the
studio to the transmitter, unless the studio/transmitter site is common to both.

If the system is to have more than one channel of simultaneous pro-
gramming, one multiplex generator per channel is necessary together with
transmission lines and antennas. For emergencies or occasional origination of
specialized programming, it may be desirable to have a small studio, micro-
phone, and transcription turntable or tape deck at the transmitter site.

Personnel requirements will depend upon the power level and the
complexity of the equipment. It may be necessary to have a full time engineer or
engineers in addition to operating transmitter technicians (students may be used)
to meet scheduled operating hours and FCC requirements.

Reception

There are two basic configurations of radio reception equipment.
The first is a distribution system within a school with a central antenna, receiver,
and amplifier which feed individual speaker/amplifiers in each classroom. The
second configuration provides individual or self-contained receivers in each class-
room. Recently, individual FM receivers with associated tape record/playback
units have been developed that allow the recording of instructional materials
during noninstructional time which then car be played back at teacher or
student convenience.

Operating costs of reception equipment will depend upon the number
of technicians required to maintain the equipment plus the cost of spare parts.
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Language Laboratories

A language laboratory is a system used primarily in the teaching-learning
of pronunciation and aural recognition of foreign languages with equipment that
may be contrlIted by either the teacher or the student. As the degree of control
granted the student is increased, the equipment configuration changes and bEcomes
more expensive.

Production

Language laboratory materials are plentifui and relatively inexpen-
sive. It is not generally recommended that a school produce its own materials
unless there are no materials available commercially. Costs for the acquisition
of materials may be estimated by following the production guidelines outlined for
audiovisual materials (page 48 ). When the production of materials becomes
necessary, the following points must be considered.

1. The material is linguistic and there may be subtle nuances
in the language which the student must discern, therefore, a
recording system capable of high fidelity recording and
reproduction is mandatory.

2. A quiet room with good acoustics iF 2equired as a recording
studio. Usually, the language laboratory itself will meet these
requirements.

Production costs are essentially facility and equipment costs with the
addition of salary costs for instructors and/or technicians. Items which must be
considered in the determination of production costs are the following:

Master tape recorders
Tape duplicating machines
Audio control console
Microphones
Tape splicers
Recording studios
Control room facilities
Tape stnrage racks and space
Technical personnel
Curriculum development personnel
Announcing or recording personnel

Distribution

The number of program channols required depends upon the number
of different lessons which will be distributed simultaneously to the students. Once
the number is determined, the required number of tape recorders, rtoord players,
radios, and teacher's voice channels may be specified. In addition, switching
capability for distributing lessons is required. The switching system may provide
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the instructor with the option of listening in on either an individual student's
response or lesson, and/or talking to one or a selected number of students. Each
of these capabilities represents an increase in the complexity and cost of the

switching equipment.

The amount of tapes necessary for use in an active-compare
laboratory depends upon the time lapse between request and receipt of duplicated

material. It is most expensive when the tapes for an entire semester must be ordered

in advance. Here, the only recourse is to order one copy for each student of

every master tape used in the course in order to ensure that the tapes will be

available.

The cost of tapes is most economical if a blank tape is supplied to every
student and the lesson is duplicated oil the student's tape when he requests it. The

seemingly endless reusability of tape makes this scheme practical. However,
this arrangement requires the use of a high speed tape duplicator in order to produce

a copy in a reasonable amount of time.

The calculation of distribution costs for passive and aptive systems
is identical. The distribution system consists of the instructor's console and the
wires leading from the console to the student positions. The instructor's coasole
is ordered and priced in the same manner as a new car; the basic shell is ordered,
and then the proper number and type of accessories are added, e.g. , record player,

tape recorder, switching unit, and instructor's microphone and headset.

The distribution cost in an active-compare system is the cost of
duplicating tapes. The cost of the original tape is assigned to the production
category. To calculate duplication costs, the cost per blank tape plus *he cost of
an operator's time to duplicate the tape is multiplied by the number of copies

produced.

Wiring and installation costs vary depending upon local prices. As
a rule of thumb, electrical installation costs in a new building can be considered
the same per student position as the cost per receptacle of installing convenience
outlets.

Distribution costs include consideration of the following items:

Ins..ructor's console
Switching unit
Tape recorders
Record players
Micropl,one and headset
Wiring and installation

Duolicate tapes
Operating and technical personnel
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Reception

The single item common to all language laboratories is the student's
headset. In the active systems, in order to minimizt disturbance between students,
each student may also have his own carrel. If the active system is audio only, the
student will be furnished with a microphone and a small amplifier. If the system
is audio active-compare, each student will also have his own tape recorder which
will contain the small amplifier mentioned above. In the active-compare system,
lesson distribution could be controlled by distributing individual lesson tapes, and
the instructor's console could be eliminated.

Reception costs are a function of the degree of student-system
interaction. The greater the interaction, the more complex the equipment and the
higher the cost. The equipment required in a passive system includes chairs,
headsets, and jackboxes into which the headsets are plugged. An active system
would have all of the equipment found in a passive system plus microphones,
amplifiers, and carrels. Every student position would have these items; there-
fore, the cost of reception equipm2nt is the number of student positions
multiplied by the sum of the individual costs of every item at a student position.

In an active-compare laboratory, student positions will consist of
carrels, chairs, and tape recorders (includes microphones and headsets). To
calculate costs, the number of student positions is multiplied by the sum of the
cost of a tape recorder, a carrel and a chair.

Installation considerations for both active and passive systems are
dependent upon the existence of the building in which the laboratory is going to be
housed, and upon a need to have studentp move around while the program is in
progress.

are:
Briefly, items to be considered in calculation of reception costs

Carrel and chair
Tape recorder
Microphone and amplifier
Headset
Jackbox
Facility space

Laboratory Design

The size and number of language laboratories required by a school
is a function of instructional requirements and student demands. The values of the
following variables are hecessary input in designing a language laboratory system
for a high school.

1. The number of language course sections that would require
the use of a laboratory.
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2. The average number of periods per week each section will
use the laboratory (may be a fractional number).

3. The number of class periods per week that the laboratory
is available for use.

If the number of sections multiplied by the average number of
required periods is less than the number of periods the laboratory is available,
then only one laboratory is required, if it accommodates the largest number of
students that would ever be in the laboratory at one time. However, if that pro-
duct is larger than the number of periods that the laboratory is available, then
whatever number of times greater it is denotes the number of laboratories that
would be required.

A different approach is taken to the use and, therefore, the design
of the system at the college level. It is assumed that there will be one laboratory
of sufficient size to handle the number of students who would be expected to use
the laboratory at any one time. In order to calculate the optimum size, the
following information is required.

1. The total number of students who are studying foreign
languages.

2. The average number of hours per week each student
must spend in the la °oratory.

3. The number of hours per week the laboratory is
available for student use.

The total number of students multiplied by the average number of
hours per week each student spends on the system yields the number of hours of
student demand per week. The number of hours of student demand per week
divided by the number of hours in a week the system is available provines the
number of student stations required if all stations are used continuouEly every
minute that the system is available. It is recognized that the occurrmee of this
situation is highly improbable, and that students will put varying demand loads on
the system at different times of the day.

The problem of uncertain, varying student loads can be mei in a
number of different ways. As +he use of laboratory facilities becomes more con-
venient to the student, it becomes more expensive to the school, a condition
which indicates the likelihood of a compromise.



Dial Access Systems

Dial access systems have evolved directly from language laboratories and
are used primarily to make a variety of stored educational materials readily
available to the student. The program source is located remotely from the student
and the information is distributed electronically.

Both audio and audio-video systems are availa.ble. The video operation
is basically a closed circuit television system with switching to permit proper
distribution and, consequently, all of the comments related to prodqction, dis-
tribution, and reception r f closed circuit television apply to the video portion of
dial access systems. Attention is directed primarily to a dial access system that
presents only audio material .1 the discussion that follows.

Production

On the basis of current practice, materials presented on an audio
dial access system are primarily adapted from teac-ger-prepared lectures; con-
sequently, a high quality, well staffed production center is essential for utilization
of this system.

The previous discussions of the production of materials in the sub-
sections on instructional television, radio, films, and language laboratories are
all germane to the costs and techniques of producing materials for dial access
systems, except that multiple copies of the material are not required. Audio
programs are recorded originally on master lapes. Four master tapes are
duplicated on to one four-track tape to be used for playback on the dial access
system. Master tapes are never used for actual distribution, only duplicate tapes
are played back to the student. This means thai recorders must be available for
the duplication procedure, however, a spial duplication maIine is not recom-
mended.

are:
To summarize, the major items which contribute to production costs

Master tape recorders
Audio control console
Mic rophones
Studios
Control room
Performing personnel
Technical personnel
Curriculum development personnel



Distribution

In onler to decide upon the number of tape players that would be
required in a dial access distribution system, the maximum number of programs
that would ever be played at one time must be determined.

The tape players may be either sirgle-track or
single-track machine is used for programs that are expec
audience, and which are started upon call-up by the stuu
schedule. A four-track -lachine s used .o play progra

A

, a small
than on a preset

J started auto-
matically and simultaneously. It is desirable to have as '. programs as
possible presented in this fashion because it is more economical than the
single-track presentation. The calculatioa for the number of four-track players
necessary is:

ED2Ermis oil sin le-track machinesL
4

Four-track players (-1st essentially the same as single-track, dial start machines;
the total cost of tope p1ays--9 is the number of tape players multiplied by the cost
per player.

The necessary switching equipment is a matrix of switches and wires.
The size of the switching network is a function of the product of the number of
program sources and the rumber of student stations. If 300 student stations must
be connected to 100 program sources, 30,000 switching circuits would be required.
Cost of switching equipment can then be determined on the basis of actual product
prices. In the course of this investigation, repeated calculation by this method
demonstrated that the cost can be closely approximated by multiplying the number
of circuits by a factor of 2.5. Thus, a dial access system requiring 30,000
circuits would cost about $75,000. As the number of circuits approaches
2,000,000, the cost per unit decreases slightly. At this level, a factor of 1.5 can
be used to estimate the cost.

Every program chaanel must have an associated audio amplifier to
provide ample volume to every listening station. The Post of audio amplifiers is
proportional to the number of program sources. To calculate the cost, the
number of program sources are multiplied by the cost per amplifier. The cost of
amplifiers is also affected to a slight degree by the number of student stations.
The more student stations there are, the larger the amplifiers must be. However,
if students use earphones rather than loudspeakers, large, expensive amplifiers
would not be required.

The major distribution cost items are:

Playback machines
Switching equipment
Equipment installation
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Facility
Operating and maintenance personnel

Reception

In designing a system, the number and location of student positions
must be determined. The number of student positions is a function of the number
of programs and the variations of 3tudent loading. This information is derived
from administrative and instructional factors.

Reception equipment costs are those associated with the purchase
and installation of the hardw, -e comprising the student stations. Installation costs
are approximately 3% of the equipment costs, which include a carrel, a ,:thair,
a headset, and a dial set for each student station.

Facility costs may be calculated in a number of ways. One method
is to select the number of square feet necessary for each student position,
multiply by the number of student positions, and multiply the product by the
current average per square foot school construction cost.

The major reception cost items are:

Student Stations
Dial Sets
Headsets
Carrels and chairs
Installation

Facility



SECTION B

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION - A SUMMARY
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COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION A SUMMARY

It is the purpose of this section to provide the reader with a brief overview
of computer assisted instruction, its application to the instructional process,
and its relationship to the other educational media systems under study. For an
in-depth presentation of C AI and its potential the reader is referred to Volume HI
of this repori..

For the purpose of this study, computer assisted instruction is defined as
the utilization of remote computer terminals and real-time processing as an aid
to the instructional process. The state-of-the-art in CAI hardware development
indicates that two distinct forms of CAI media systems have evolved. Due to the
substantial differences in equipment availability, cost of development of curriculum
materials, and application techniques of the two CAI systems, they will be con-
sidered separately in this study. The two types of CAI media systems are:
(1) CAI - teletype and (2) CAI - multi-device.

The first category of CAI media systems (CAI - teletype) is composed of
that set of computers that provide multiple remote typewriter or teletype terminals.
These computer systems usually possess teleprocessing capabilities. That is to
say, the computer is capable of operating geographically remote terminals via
standard data communication lines telephone lines. For example, a computer
in California is able to simultaneously service remote terminals in Ann Arbor,
Michigan; New York City; Morehead, Kentucky,or practically any other school in
the country. The student terminals utilized in such a system are presently limited
to keyboard input-output devices. Examples of such hardware systems would be
the GE-200, 400, and 600 series, IBM 360 (Model 40, 50, 65 series), IBM 1410 and
1440, RCA Spectra 70/45. plus several systems by other manufacturers. Such
systems can presently service upward of 30 individual terminals and are primarily
used fnr individual student problem solving, drill and practice exercises, simu-
lation programs, and a limited amount of tutorial dialogue.

The second group or category of existing CM computer systems provides a
multi-sensory or multi-device terminal to a smaller number of individual stations
located wiin close proximity to the computer. The student terminal for this type
of CAI system may consist of any combination of a cathode ray tube (CRT), a
strip film projector, a typewriter, and an audio unit. All of these terminal com-
ponents are available today, with the exception of the audio unit which is expected
in late 1968 or early 1969. Each terminal component is under the direct control
of the computer. Examples of such systems are the IBM 1500-IS and the
Phi lco-Ford 2C00-201 SAVI System. B..)th of these systems have the capability
of servicing up to thirty-two individual student terminals.

The various sensory and display capabilities of such an audiovisual student
CAI terminal provide for a broader range of curriculum applications than does the
CAI - teletype system.
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cALApillic3tians
1

A survey of on-going CAI activities indicates that there are approximately
five basic CAI techniques presently being utilized in CAI course development. The
actual exent and application of these basic techniques varies with grade level and
CAI ek lir merA configurations. However, the techniques will be described in thth
summary section without regard to hardware limitations; the reader is referred to
Volume III for complete descriptions.

Tutorial Design

One of the most widely developed CAI techniques is the tutorial
dialogue between a student and the computer. This technique is characterized by
(a) the presentation of learning material to the student in various step sizes,
(b) a questicn or test item, and (c) evaluation of the student's response, reinforce-
ment, and/or branching to another section of the instructional program. Essentially,
there are two basic formats in which the tutorial technique is presently being used
in CAI lesson design. The first consists of a "complete" tutorial dialogue between
the student and the computer. This is to imply that all information, concepts, and
learning materials are presented to students via the CAI terminal and no "off-line"
media are used. Except in the lower elementary grades this amounts to a tremen-
dous amount of material flowing through the computer and, if exaggerated, the
computer has a tendency to develop into an expensive page-turner.

The second form of tutorial lesson is referred to as a "partial"
tutorial dialogue in which the student's initial exposure to the material to be learned
is from an off-line source such as a lecture, ETV, or book. The material may
initially be presented to the student in a more rapid, condensed form which is
limited to one-way communication, material to student. The student would then
be given diagnostic tests via the computer which would test his understanding
of the concepts presented via the initial source and branch him to two-way tutorial
routines as previously described.

Drill and Practice

A second basic CAI technique is the utilization of remote terminals
for long and tedious drill and practice exercises of concepts to which students have
been previously exposed. To date, this technique has been most usefully exploited
at the elementary school level. The instructional strategies are usually quite
simple; the computer is used to provide practice in learning particular concepts and
diagnosing the child's weaknesses. At the end of each day the computer indicates
to the teacher which pupils need help, their specific areas of difficulty, and the
class standing of each student.

There are basically two types of drill and practice exercises. The
first consists of practice problems and routines that are designed by the course
author, generated by the instructional program, and presented to the student via
the computer terminal.
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In the second type of drill and practice exercise the student is al-

lowed to generate his own problem set. Such an exercise provides the student

with the opportunity to construct his own problem set and input data, and he

responds with his solution to the practice problem. The computer calculates the

correct answer and compares it to the student's response. The instructional

program may branch the student to additional problems or suggest that the student

construct a particular kind of problem or a more difficult one.

Simulation

Computer simulation of laboratory exercises and real world situa-

tions represents a third significant CAI technique. The manipulative capability of

the computer is put to work in staging complex mathematical models which simulate

the occurrence of real world events that might not otherwise have been made

available in the instructional process.

Problem Solving

Problem solving involves the utilization of remote computer ter-

minals to perform calculations of various complex formulas or expressions so that

the time students devote to routine calculations is reduced. The power of the
computer is brought into the classroom in an effort to introduce more complex

learning materials.

There are two fundamental modes in which remote terminals can be

utilized for problem solving. First, the instructor,in a traditional classroom or
laboratory situation, can use the terminal to "demonstrate" the results of changing

various parameters of a complex equation. In such a situation only the instructor

or a small number of the students actually interact with the terminal, but the re-

sults are used to support concepts presented in class.

In the second mode of the problem solving technique,the individual

student utilizes the calculational power on a real-time basis in conjunction with

CAI materials. For example, if,at a particular point in the design of a CAI lesson,

it would be advantageous to have the student himself solve a complex mathematical
expression, he can do so without leaving the instructional setting.

Testing

Testing is the fifth basic CAI technique. This technique can be

applied either as a stand alone application or, as most often occurs, in combination

with one of the other four basic techniques. CAI materials should exploit the

computer's ability to present criteria tests, collect student responses, and analyze

large volumes of data. There are numerous methods of applying the testing

technique to CAI instructional strategies. These include measures of student

attainment of specific objectives, diagnostic testing for remedial sequences, cur-

riculum validation criteria, and administrative testing.
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CAI in Reference to Other Educational Media Systems

It has generally been said that research efforts to date in CAI have not
produced sufficient data to fully evaluate its teaching effectiveness. The
state-of-the-art in CAI curriculum development is at the stage where the materials
are still being utilized in a test and evaluation mode. Computer assisted instruction
is new; it is too early to fully evaluate its total potential and impact upon the
instructional process.

There should be no doubt that the computer TIM have an impact upon the
American educational system. The question is "What are the most effective con-
tributions CAI can make to the instructional proceis?" Several major areas
warrant future research in order to fully develop CAI's potential. The design of
instructional stlategies, complex applications, the role of the teacher, curriculum
development cost, and learning theory research are just a few areas that must be
studied.

Compared to the other educational media systems studied, CAI has pro-
duced less data and information so that it is difficult to establish firm guidelines
for its utilization. It is too early in its development to consider CAI as an
"operational" educational media system and evaluate it in relation to the other
media systems.



SECTION C

EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS
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EDUCATIONAL ENVrRONMENTS

The parameters for each of the ethicational environments were defined in
order to provide a constant basis on which to compare media system costs. The

environments are hypothetical; however, they afc models which were created
after examining actual data. In particular, city and metropolitan area descriptions
closely resemble the city of Washington, D. C. and its environs. The geographical

areas and population densities are similar to those found in sections of the United

States.

Local District Model

The smallest environment is the school district which may vary in size
from a few hundred to over a million students. The size chosen for this study was
15,000 elementary and secondary students in an v'ea of approximately 80 square
miles. Although the majority of school districts in the United States are much
smaller, those with three or four thousand students will not have the distribution
problems which become extremely important in larger systems. Also, some of
the media systems are too expensive (even in their smallest configuration), and
cannot be supported by a small district. However, if these smaller administrative
units join together in a cooperative effort, the costs can be apportioned on a per
pupil rate for each unit.

The school district used as the model consists of 14 elementary schools and
four secondary schools. The elementary schools are a combination of K-6 and K-8
configurations, and the secondary schools include junior, senior, and possibly a
vocational high school. For the purpose of this study, an elementary school will
have an averaie of about 600 students; a secondary school will have an average of
about 1400 students. The student population in each environment (local, city,
state, etc.) has been rounded off to form convenient numbers so that the number
of students per school when multiplied by the number of schools will not produce
the exact student population indicated.

The school district is irregular in shape. However, all the schools are
within a circle whose radius is 6 miles.

The following chart summarizes the data for the local district.



I.

Local District Parameters

Student Population (K - 12) 15,000
Total Population (Approx.) 60,000
Area 80 sq. mi.
Population Density (Average) 750/sq. mi.
Radius of Smallest Encompassing Circle 6 miles
Number of Elementary Schools 14
Number of Secondary Schools 4

City Model

The city covers an area of 70 square miles and has a total population of
about 800,000 with approximately 11,500 people per square mile. The shape of
the city is roughly rectangular and the entire area can be encompassed by a
6 mile radius circle. There are 150,000 students in 136 elementary and 46
secondary schools. The city can consist of a single school district or a number of
school districts which cooperate to gain efficiency and economy through the use of
a common media system. The city is not the largest nor most densely populated
in the United States. By way of comparison, New York City has approximately
nine times the population, four times the are, and more than twice the population
density of the city used in this study.

The following chart summarizes the data for the city.

City Parameters

Student Population (K - 12) 150,000
Total Population (Approx.) 800,000
A rea 70 sq. mi.
Population Density (Average) 11,500/sq. mi.
Radius of Smallest Encompassing Circle 6 miles
Number of Elementary Schools 136
Number of Secondary Schools 46

Metronolitan Area Model

The population of the metropolitan area is approximately 2 million. Its
perimeter has an irregular shape and surrounds an area of approximately 1500
square miles. Because of its irregular shape, a circle with 30 mile radius
(2800 sq. mi.) is necessary to completely cover this area.

The area which contains a number of school districts has 546 elementary
and 183 secondary schools with a total of 600,000 students (K - 12). It is assumed
that these districts would cooperate with one another for some large media pro-
jecAs to achieve economy of operation.
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Metropolitan Area Parameters

Student Population (K - 12) 600, 000
Total Population (Approx.) 2, 000, 000
Area 1500 sq. mi.
Population Density (Average) 1400/sq. mi.
Radius of Smallest Encompassing Circle 30 miles
Number of Elementary Schools 546
Number of Secondary Schools 183

State Model

The state has a population of about 4.5 million people. It does not contain
a metropolitan area as large nor as populous as described above, though about
60 percent of the population is urban. It has an area of aL:Nut 40,000 square miles
and a population density of about 110 per square mile. Approximately one million
students (K - 12) are distributed among 920 elementary and 310 secondary schools.

State Parameters

Student Population (K - 12) 1, 000, 000
Total Population (Approx.) 4, 500, 000
Area 40,000 sq. mi.
Population Density (Average) 110/sq. mi.
Number of Elementary Schools 920
Number of Secondary Schools 310

Region Model

The region is approximately a 10 to 1 extrapolation of the state, but a
smaller population density is used to bring this figure closer to the national
average. The region has an area of 550, 000 square miles and a population of
about 42 million. There are 10 million students in 9200 elementary and 3100
secondary schools. The region contains a few widely distributed metropolitan areas
but no continuous corridor such as found between Boston and Washington.

Region Parameters

Student Population (K - 12) 10, 000, 000
Total Population (Approx.) 42, 000, 000
Area 550, 000 sq. mi.
Population Density (Average) 110/sq. mi.
Number of Elementary Schools 9200
Number of Secondary Schools 3100
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